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LED Lenser P3

Product Name: LED Lenser P3

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2380

These lamps are technological dynamite. Their core piece is the Advanced Focus
System and lens technology. A double-shell reflector-lens allows for stageless
transition from broad floodlight to a sharply focused long-distance beam.
The initial appeal of the new LED LENSER flash lights lies in its grace and dynamic
elegance. But what&#39s inside the beautiful housings is even more enthralling: These
lamps are technological dynamite. Their core piece is the Advanced Focus System
(starting with LED LENSER® P5). This lens technology, represents a milestone in the
history of artificial light.
 Press the push button gently to make the white beam of LED LENSER® appear
before your eyes like a cathedral of light. A double-shell reflector-lens (patent pending)
allows for stageless transition from broad floodlight to sharply focused long-distance
beam. Most of these lamps are equipped with a new generation of 3 watt chips.
LED LENSER® P3 is the twin brother of LED LENSER® P2, but due to its bigger lamp
head, it has an increased lighting range. The Blue Moon Focus System allows for quick
transition from circular low beam to focused longdistance light. The lamp’s
ergonomically perfect clip is as convincing as its battery concept: one AAA alkaline
battery that supplies power for many hours of light.
 LED  1 x Nichia High End
 Length  94,5 mm
 Weight
 42 g
 Luminous 
 flux  13 lm*
 Batteries  1 x AAA
 Energy 
 tank**  1,8 Wh 
 Burning life
 6,5 h
 Beam Range  31 m

Price: R202.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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